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Exploring Low-Cost, Internet-Free Information Access for
Resource-Constrained Communities
JENNIFER PEARSON, Swansea University
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Rural developing regions are often defined in terms of their resource constraints, including limited technology
exposure, lack of power and low access to data connections (leading to an inability to access information
from digital or physical sources), as well as being amongst the most socio-economically disadvantaged and
least literate in their countries’ populations. This paper is focused around information access in such regions,
aiming to build upon and extend the audio-based services that are already widely used in order to provide
access to further types of media. In this article, then, we present an extended exploration of AudioCanvas –
an interactive telephone-based audio information system which allows cameraphone users to interact directly
with their own photos of physical media to receive narration or description. Our novel approach requires
no specialist hardware, literacy, or data connectivity, making it far more likely to be a suitable solution
for users in such regions.
CCS Concepts: •Human-centered computing→ Collaborative interaction; Mobile devices; Interac-
tion techniques; Collaborative content creation; Mixed / augmented reality; User studies; •Information
systems → Multimedia and multimodal retrieval; Multimedia content creation;
Additional Key Words and Phrases: QR codes; photos; audio; developing regions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the developed world, we often take for granted the ability to access vast amounts of
information from sources all around us. Text-based media (such as flyers, posters and
maps) and digital data (from personal devices or public displays) are commonplace, and
easily accessed by the majority of the population. In many developing regions of the
world, however, low-textual literacy and various resource-constraints (e.g., little techno-
logy exposure, poor data connectivity) prevent communities from accessing information
from printed or digital sources [United Nations Development Programme 2013].
While access to laptops or other higher-powered devices in many developing regions
is low, the majority of the population are likely to own or have access to at least a
low-end cameraphone (e.g., featurephone or similar precursor to smartphones, with
1See, for example: http://goo.gl/TPbGtc
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a touch screen and access to a limited app store) [Telecom Regulatory Authority of
India 2012; Vallina-Rodriguez et al. 2009]. In addition, a large selection of low-end
Android smartphones are now available for as little as $201, providing many more
future users with access to tools and services that were not available on earlier, less
sophisticated handsets.
Despite these advancements, however, access to mobile data connections in these
regions is still low. In some cases this is due to the unattractive pricing structures and
business models, while in others it is the lack of reliable data coverage. A combination
of this poor internet connectivity—which prohibits online translation or inquiry—and a
lack of textual literacy—which prevents people from reading printed media—means that
accessing information in many less-developed regions can prove exceedingly difficult.
One potential solution to this access problem is the introduction of voice-based
telephone services known as Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems (e.g., [Kumar
et al. 2007; Patel et al. 2010; Patel et al. 2011]). These services are designed to be
an accessible, audio-only version of the Internet, and behave in a similar way to the
DTMF-based telephone services often used for customer service enquiries worldwide
(e.g., using the phone’s number-pad to select navigation options).
These voice services usually contain crowd-sourced information on a variety of topics
and are intended to provide spoken information by and for local users, in local languages,
accessible via any device without the need for a mobile data connection or textual
literacy. To access information, users call via the public telecom network using any
type of phone, and navigate to specific locations within the hierarchy by using the
phone’s keypad.
Voice services are analogous in many ways to websites; however, the hierarchical,
audio-based nature of the technology means that the interactions supported by a text-
and media-based service over an internet connection are not yet possible with voice
services over a phone line. For example, an entirely audio-based infrastructure makes
it very difficult to, say, get an overview of a voice space, or navigate through disparate
content regions to find the desired information.
Printed media, on the other hand, is entirely visual, providing simple overviews
and navigation, but presenting clear barriers with regards to textual literacy. We saw
an opportunity to connect the voice and printed media spaces in a novel way, taking
advantage of the prevalence of cameraphones, and connecting them to telephone-based
audio information services to create interactive audio photos.
Our approach, therefore, is a combination of IVR services and physical objects, provid-
ing users with a visual method of accessing a currently audio-only service. The design
allows users to take photographs of physical objects—for example, newspapers, flyers
or other text-based media—and use the photo itself as a canvas for interacting with
a related IVR system (as illustrated in Fig. 1). When a photo is taken, the system
automatically dials the remote telephone-based voice service. Once connected, users
can then touch specific areas of interest on their own photo— titles, captions, adverts
or images, for example—to hear audio narration for their selection. This interaction
essentially gives the impression that the system is ‘reading’ the text under the touch
point of the user.
The technique provides a fine level of touch granularity, allowing both broad and
more nuanced interaction where appropriate. The novel design uses precisely placed
QR codes as reference points, allowing it to transmit the user’s touch coordinates via
DTMF tones over a standard phone line, and ensuring that the service can be used
without an internet connection in the contexts we describe.
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the selected region
Fig. 1. Interacting with the AudioCanvas system. From left to right: the user takes a photo of an item (image
1), which then becomes a canvas to interact with audio content related to the object (image 2). Audio content
is provided over the telephone system (image 3); no data connection or application updates are required.
1.1. Motivations
Our motivation for creating AudioCanvas stems from observed and reported difficulties
in locating information within IVR services. As such systems are entirely audio-based,
hierarchical in nature, and often recorded in a host of different languages and regional
dialects, developing usable search and browsing functions has proved particularly
challenging for both researchers and service providers alike. It has also been reported
that many lower-literate users struggle to understand hierarchical menus [Medhi et al.
2011; Medhi et al. 2013], as well as many literate but novice users [Walton et al. 2002].
Despite this, however, some headway has been made in creating low-level tools for
IVR systems. For example, the T-Web browser [Agarwal et al. 2008] provides a subset
of internet-like functionality by maintaining a history of current user sessions and
storing users’ bookmarks of ‘Voice Sites’. Other research programmes, such as TapBack
[Robinson et al. 2011] aimed to support more high-end interactions on relatively basic
handsets by using back-of-device taps to control navigation through IVR content. Simil-
arly, the ACQR approach [Pearson et al. 2013] used a novel audio-based technique to
facilitate the sharing of voice service positions between users by mimicking the way
URLs can be easily shared on the internet.
Efforts to visualise IVR content such as the work of Joshi et al. [2012], or to combine
speech with graphical output (e.g., [Cuendet et al. 2013]) have also been proposed, but to
our knowledge there have been no previous attempts to combine paper-based media with
IVR content. Our goal in designing AudioCanvas, then, was to enable these widely-used
audio systems to be enhanced not only in interactivity, but in their simplicity.
This article is an extended follow-up to our earlier investigations into combining IVR
and paper documents. We have previously described the core AudioCanvas concept,
including some elements of the studies in Mumbai and Langa [Robinson et al. 2014a;
Pearson et al. 2015]. In this article we present a greater amount of detail regarding
the user evaluations performed in India and South Africa, along with an additional
study performed in the UK, and also discuss how AudioCanvas documents could be
created. We also investigate further uses of the technique in related contexts, including
an exploration of the system with traditional Indian storytellers, discuss in more depth
the impact of the approach, and reflect on the benefits and limitations of cross-site
user evaluations.
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1.2. Novelty
We believe that the AudioCanvas approach offers several novel aspects over other
methods of linking audio to physical documents. The system:
Does not require an internet connection. Our approach of transferring document and
positional data via DTMF over a standard phone connection ensures that no internet
connectivity is required. This is potentially a major advantage for users in resource-
constrained regions where data connections are often unavailable, unreliable or
simply unaffordable.
Does not require specialist hardware. Unlike many other approaches that aim to
link physical documents to digital content (e.g., [Wellner 1993; Dymetman and
Copperman 1998]), our technique requires no specialist hardware (such as moun-
ted projectors or cameras, dedicated reading docks and so on). The AudioCanvas
technique could feasibly be used with any phone that has an on-board camera.
Provides client independence. A major advantage of our approach is that the client
taking photos is completely independent of the media with which it interacts. This
independence—particularly appropriate in the regions we have been designing in—
means that no updates or server connections are required to support additional items
and, for example, a new edition of a newspaper could be scanned each day using the
same client application.
Offers a very fine level of granularity. Other methods of directly linking a physical
document to their digital counterparts (e.g., via a single QR code or image recognition)
do so in a relatively coarse manner, usually linking a single anchor to an entire
resource or page of content. AudioCanvas allows users to select specific pieces of
information within a document—such as a sentence within a paragraph—to gain a
better understanding of the document itself.
Allows modification of the underlying document. By using two QR codes to calibrate
the image, we avoid image processing within the core of the document itself. In fact,
as long as the two QR codes remain intact, changes can be made to the underlying
document over time, making the design a useful tool for other applications such as
storytelling (see Section 6).
1.3. Overview
In the rest of this article we begin by examining related work, before describing in detail
the design and implementation of our fully-working prototype. We then move to describe
three cross-continent evaluations showing the value of the approach for users with
varying levels of textual literacy, smartphone familiarity and access to affordable data-
connections. Following this, we describe an additional tool that was created to facilitate
canvas creation, and complement this with further use-case scenarios. In the final study
of this paper, we explore the application of the system as a low-tech digital storytelling
tool, evaluating its potential use with a pair of traditional Kaavad storytellers. We
conclude by reflecting on and summarising the findings, with a particular focus on
the important issues of trust within systems such as ours, as well as considerations
regarding study designs when working in resource-constrained environments.
2. BACKGROUND
A significant amount of previous work has focused on augmenting physical artefacts
with digital media. One way in which researchers have approached the notion of merging
physical interactions with digital enhancements is by creating desk spaces which are
then digitally augmented. An early example of this was the DigitalDesk [Wellner 1993],
a tangible physical desk with additional digital interaction. The DigitalDesk aimed to
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retain the affordances of paper while allowing documents to be manipulated digitally
via precisely positioned projectors and cameras. By carefully aligning the physical book
on the desk, the system was able to read the paper documents placed upon it, and
monitor user interaction with pens or fingers.
Other examples of this type of interaction include Arai et al.’s InteractiveDesk
[1995], which automatically recognised physical items and linked them directly to
electronic files, and Koike and Kobayashi’s EnhancedDesk [1998], which included real-
time manipulation of projected information. More recent desk-based physical-digital
amalgamations can capture gestures made by users, either via standard video input
(e.g., WikiTui [Wu et al. 2008]) or by using depth cameras and fiducial markers (e.g.,
QOOK [Zhao et al. 2013]).
More flexible camera-based approaches include that of Mistry et al. [2009], who
created a pico projector system which supported querying everyday physical items
for information by framing them with coloured finger tags; and, d-touch [Costanza
et al. 2010], which used a webcam for the recognition and tracking of fiducial markers
to create a simple tangible audio interface, where the positions of markers under a
camera were reflected in the sounds that were played. The d-touch approach used a
similar calibration system to our technique (i.e., markers placed in the corners of the
interactive surface), but used these as calibration areas for a fixed workspace, instead
of as alignment points for photographs of objects.
2.1. Digital paper
In addition to these approaches, research has also been conducted into connecting
paper pages with digital media. More interactive than straightforward optical character
recognition (OCR), these systems aim to create smart links between paper and digital
content. One such example of this is the Intelligent Paper interface [Dymetman and
Copperman 1998] – an early forerunner of the popular commercial Anoto pen.2 The
system supported collaboration and synchronisation between physical and digital
documents by allowing communication between a paper page and a digital peripheral.
This interaction was accomplished by means of a printed page identifier on the physical
sheet, and a pointer input device in the form of a pen that recorded coordinates when
pressed to the surface.
Other work has investigated how traditional methods of interaction could be rep-
licated digitally (e.g., [Lucero et al. 2011]), or, how augmentation of physical objects
could provide additional information—see, for example, the audiophotography work of
Frohlich [2004], or the many commercial mobile apps that are focused around adding
digital content to physical items.
Since the DigitalDesk (cf. [Wellner 1993]), which used a projector and camera above
a desk, more portable designs (such as XLibris [Schilit et al. 1998]) have allowed
users to scan paper documents and mark them digitally with freeform annotations on
a tablet-like device. Later approaches, such as that of Guimbretiere [2003], lowered
the hardware requirements for digital-physical annotation systems, making use of
Anoto-marked paper to support notes that could be replicated digitally. Guimbretiere
aimed to allow cycles between digital and physical documents, arguing for cohabitation
of the two forms of media, rather than replacement of one with the other. We had
similar motivations in the design of our technique, aiming to allow cohabitation of (and
collaboration around) digital annotations and physical media. Our approach was to use
two QR code markers in opposing corners of the document area that identify and align
it in a photograph taken of the item. Previous work has used photographs of paper
documents in similar ways to extend document interactivity. For example, Seifert et al.
2See: anoto.com
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[2011] turned photographs of interface designs into interactive prototypes, and Erol
et al. [2008] used image recognition of a document and comparison to a ground truth
version to detect the regions of a page in a photograph.
Liao et al. [2005] created a gesture-based command interface that facilitated digital
document manipulation using paper print-outs as proxies. Their system, known as
PapierCraft, used a digital pen that allowed users to annotate and create command
gestures (including operation indications such as copying and pasting areas) on printed
documents, and synchronise these to a customised digital viewer.
Turning to commercial systems, the LeapPad3 was a popular early interactive elec-
tronic children’s book that featured a touch sensitive tablet and a paper book overlay.
This education-focused platform allowed physical books to be read to the user via an
interactive ‘magic pen’ that worked in the same way as a hand-held mouse pointer.
The LeapPad design was superseded by the Tag Reading System, which uses optical
recognition similar to that of the Anoto pen to read uniquely identified dot patterns in
specially made books. Using this system, children are able to run their Tag pen across a
physical book while listening to the corresponding audio book being read digitally.
Other approaches to digital paper, such as Overlay4, strive to combine physical
media and audio information by placing paper documents over a standard iPad. This
application allows users to use and mark-up a personalised paper document, but also
retrieve audio information by tapping on the iPad through the paper laid on top of it.
Unlike AudioCanvas, these examples focus on supporting direct interactions with
media – manipulating physical objects to control digital interactions. We take a different
approach, letting people use their own photos of items to act as canvases to interact
with remote audio content.
2.2. Code linking
A simpler approach to connecting physical and digital spaces is by creating a direct link
from printed codes. One such example of this is the Collect system [O’Hara et al. 2007],
which investigated using first-generation cameraphones to photograph 2D barcodes
placed on exhibits in a zoo in order to retrieve additional digital content.
A more primitive, yet arguably equally effective method of linking physical documents
to their digital equivalents is via short numerical codes that can be entered by the user
into a form or other system. Popular in the past for information-on-demand services
(which required writing a code on a mail-in form), more recent uses of this technique
include marketing materials such as holiday brochures5, which occasionally make use
of this technique to allow their customers quick access to the online booking information
for the exact excursion that has caught their interest.
In recent years, a more common approach has been to use QR codes as a way of
promoting links and allowing quick sharing of information. One Welsh town has even
gone as far as marking-up the majority of its historical buildings and interesting
places with QR codes, claiming the title of the world’s first ‘Wikipedia town’ [Warman
2012]. Scanning QR codes, however, typically takes the user to a single specific piece
of information and cannot easily offer multiple results without repeated scans or
subsequent menus, or provide a particularly fine level of granularity.
There are many mobile augmented reality applications that are able to add overlays
or web links to physical artefacts via digital codes or other recognition methods. Daqri6,
for example, is an augmented reality application that uses QR codes for tracking;
others, such as Blippar7 or Shortcut8, have used image recognition. However, these
3Produced by LeapFrog Enterprises (leapfrog.com) from 1999 to 2008 4See: overlayapp.com
5See, for example: thomson.co.uk 6See: daqri.com 7See: blippar.com 8See: kooaba-shortcut.com
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approaches require a data connection and a large upload and download for each inter-
action. Furthermore, they are entirely focused around augmenting a photo or camera
view with visual digital content. Our system uses QR codes to encode a coordinate
grid and telephone number on a photographed object. Our aim was to add audio to
the experience—without requiring an internet connection—rather than just providing
a quick way to enter a website URL. While these previous approaches have required
either a client-side metadata database or realtime internet access for their functionality,
AudioCanvas requires neither, relying instead on a standard telephone connection for
audio content delivery.
Previous work in rural developing contexts—the focus for our work—has used QR
codes to partially automate tasks such as form-filling. Parikh et al. [2006], for ex-
ample, allowed users to scan one code at a time to accurately enter form data. Their
approach required data to be preloaded into the application, however, unlike our
artefact-independent design. Nontheless, Parikh et al.’s design guidelines did highlight
the need for linking a mobile device action to a physical process, and found that audio
feedback was important for this type of interaction.
Smith and Marsden’s Snap ‘n’ Grab system [2011] allowed riders of South African
minibus taxis access to multimedia via photographs. Their prototype used barcodes
around a printed icon, which was photographed and then sent to a server phone (also
situated in the taxi) to request relevant media. Media was then sent back via Bluetooth.
Our approach does not require a local server, as all communication is via a telephone
connection to a remote service. We also do not focus on transferring audio content
to users, but rather on allowing people to use their own photos to navigate through
content from an interactive voice service.
2.3. Annotating with audio
In this work we focus on linking paper documents with remotely-provided audio an-
notations. Previous work around audio annotations ranges from immersive audio story
books (e.g., [Back et al. 2001]) to the audio greetings cards and interactive picture books
that have been commercially available for many years. These designs commonly use
buttons or basic sensors to start sound playback. Various research approaches have
been taken to synchronising audio recordings with physical documents automatically.
The Audio Notebook [Stifelman et al. 2001], for example, was a custom hardware tablet
that allowed users to take paper notes and record audio simultaneously, then skim-
review later, referencing the correct recording position from the notes. Erol et al. [2004]
took a similar approach to synchronising a slideshow presentation with notes made
on a handout – barcodes on the printout automatically linked notes with the correct
positions in a later video of the talk.
Our approach uses photos of paper items to link them with digital annotations. Audio-
Canvas is clearly related to audiophotography (explored in depth by Frohlich [2004]),
which is the general area of associating audio with photos. Implementations of audiopho-
tography have ranged from adding short audio transcripts to digital photos on-camera
(cf. [Frohlich 2004]), to using overhead image recognition for selecting and browsing
audio associated with printed photos (e.g., [Frohlich et al. 2004]). Audiophotographs tra-
ditionally associate only one annotation with each photograph, however (e.g., each photo
has a single audio annotation); and, more importantly, the audio track is associated
with the photograph that has been taken, rather than the object pictured in the photo.
More similar to our approach, then, are systems that link audio annotations with
specific places on physical documents, or specific actions with objects. Pfleging et al.
[2010], for example, demonstrated a photo-based technique for turning hand-drawn
sketches into working interactive prototypes, and Suzuki et al. [2005] used personal
photographs of household objects for control and interaction (e.g., take a picture of the
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TV to turn it off or change the channel). However, our approach concentrates on audio
as an interaction channel, rather than a conversion of photos into digital facsimiles
or device controls.
Klemmer et al. [2003] created Books with Voices, using barcodes printed in the
margins of paper history books to retrieve video interviews with historians talking about
the material. West et al. [2007] used Anoto-marked paper in a scrapbook, supporting
various user-drawn symbols to associate audio and other content with scrapbook items.
Liu et al. [2010] had similar goals, but removed the need for Anoto paper, instead
using photos of the page, and recognising preprinted marks that signified media the
author had associated with the document. Our approach was originally adapted from
that described in [Robinson et al. 2014a], which used digital markers to indicate the
edges of the content area. However, our design does not focus solely on retrieving audio
content from products and posters; instead, we aim to support both support document
annotation and audio narration in a flexible, dynamic manner that allows both the
document and annotations to be changed over time.
2.4. Annotation as storytelling
As discussed towards the end of this article, we believe the AudioCanvas design shows
strong potential for interactive, evolving physical-digital storytelling. Previous work
in this area includes systems such as KidPad [Druin et al. 1997], which extended
existing sketching software to create a storytelling environment, or PicoTales [Robinson
et al. 2012], which supported group-based collaborative sketching via gestures and pico
projectors. Unlike traditional digital storytelling (which has focused around creating
short self-narrated digital films), or these previous approaches, AudioCanvas lets
physical sketches or other objects and digital elements coexist as part of the narrative.
Cao et al.’s TellTable [2010] supported sketch-based storytelling on an interactive
table, aiming to encourage incorporating physical objects into stories via ‘capture tools’
that inserted photos directly on to the story surface. Other approaches have included
those of Jacoby and Buechley [2013], who used conductive ink to allow sketches to be
augmented with digital content; de Lima et al. [2014], who used pen and paper sketches
to insert characters into a virtual world; or, Wood et al. [2014], whose barcode scanning
approach linked digital tales to physical books. Yeh et al.’s approach [2006] aimed to
produce a merged digital version of both Anoto-marked paper notebooks and related
photos. More similar to our design is the approach of Raffle et al. [2007], who used a
drawing tablet and ‘stamp,’ to associate audio recordings with sketches on the page.
However, their design required a custom hardware package, and supported only local
playback of the content. AudioCanvas can be used on standard cameraphones, and uses
a remote IVR system for audio capture and storage, allowing flexible audio annotation
that is accessible by any user who takes a photo of the associated physical counterpart.
3. AUDIOCANVAS
AudioCanvas affords rich experiences with physical objects, linking users’ photos
directly to audio content from a telephone-based service. Using our prototype, any
marked-up object becomes a touch panel to interact with audio resources, as illustrated
in Fig. 1 (see Page 3) and Fig. 2 (below). Our approach uses precisely placed QR codes on
printed media (flyers, newspapers, invoices, packaging and so on) to detect the position
of the user’s selections on their photo of an item. To interact with the system, the user
positions their cameraphone to take a photo of an object. When both codes are detected,
a photo is taken automatically, and the phone dials the voice service in the background.
Selecting any region on the photo (with fingers on touchscreens or the joypad on a
featurephone) sends the coordinates to the service, which plays back the appropriate
audio immediately, removing the need for manual IVR navigation.
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Fig. 2. Using AudioCanvas. Left (clockwise from upper left): translating cooking instructions; listening to a
spoken version of a newspaper; discovering more information from product packaging; finding out about a
movie from its poster. Right: the interaction afforded – touching the photo to hear the audio associated with
any section.
We designed AudioCanvas in and primarily for use in regions where internet access
is sparse, and where low levels of textual literacy prevent people from reading printed
media. It has previously been reported [Medhi et al. 2011] that common text-based
interfaces are often completely unusable for lower-literate users, and error prone for
literate but novice users, whereas graphical interfaces with audio output are more
successful. The AudioCanvas design clearly resonates with Medhi et al.’s [2009] design
guidelines for interfaces for non-literate and semi-literate users, and was built with
three key goals in mind:
Design Goal 1 (DG1). Allow direct interaction with photographs of physical objects
to receive audio-based captioning on demand. This approach allows people to, for ex-
ample, capture a poster they cannot read to hear to an audio version or a translation,
or take a photo of a product to find out about the provenance of its ingredients.
Design Goal 2 (DG2). Provide the service via a standard phone line, ensuring that
it can be used where mobile internet is costly or unavailable. This approach also
means that the system can be used as a complement to existing voice-based services,
such as the Spoken Web [Kumar et al. 2007], Awaaz.De [Patel et al. 2011] or other
alternatives.
Design Goal 3 (DG3). Ensure that the AudioCanvas client application is independ-
ent of any media it interacts with, and specific physical objects are not ‘hard-coded’.
This approach allows the system to provide new content without requiring potentially
costly (in terms of data usage) application updates, and also acknowledges the fact
that many users never update apps once installed.
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Fig. 3. The AudioCanvas coordinate system. Left: coordinates within the photo that the user takes are
calculated automatically, based on the distance between the two QR codes, and their sizes. Right: the
resolution of the coordinate grid (overlaid) is high enough to allow zooming and precise selection. Touching a
point plays the relevant audio (see Fig. 2). Taps outside the image region pause the audio.
Figure 2 shows a close-up view of the audio browsing interaction afforded, and the
prototype in use in several anticipated scenarios. Each of the media items we have
developed contains multiple audio ‘hotspots,’ which are linked to different information
based on where the user taps. For example, each area of the food packet (upper left image
in Fig. 2) provides a translation of the original text. The other media items support
similar functions – translating, speaking text that is too small to read, providing more
information than is available in the packaging space, or saying a person’s name when
their face is touched. This information could, we argue, be beneficial to users who
cannot read a piece of text—whether it be due to language or literacy issues—when
an internet connection is not available.
3.1. Implementation
There are two components to the AudioCanvas system: a local client (which we focus on
in this article), and a remote voice service. The local client is a mobile phone application
that is used to take a photograph of an object, allow panning, zooming and selection,
and help the user interact with the voice service (DG1). The remote voice service is a
standard IVR system, where DTMF (i.e., phone keypad) tones over a phone line control
the resultant audio interaction (DG2).
Our novel client design uses two separate QR codes on printed media to detect
the position of the interactive object within a photo taken by the user. The codes are
positioned at opposite corners of the object – one at the bottom left and another at the
top right. The bottom left code contains the telephone number of the interactive voice
service, and an identifier for the item (e.g., the issue and page number of a newspaper,
for example). The top right code is used for coordinate calibration and image alignment
(we automatically straighten and skew correct the image).
Figure 3 shows the standard layout of marked-up objects, and illustrates how these
translate into touch coordinates. The coordinate system that is used for an object is
calculated based on the distances between the two QR codes, and their sizes, as shown
in Fig. 3. This system allows the exact position of a touch to be converted to a known
location on the physical object. That is, a user can touch any position on the object within
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Table I. Study participant demographics
Location Textual literacy Familiarity with smart-
phones
Access to affordable data
connections
UK Literate High High
South Africa Semi-literate Low Low
India Illiterate None None
their photo, and the client can convert this to a coordinate without requiring knowledge
of what the object is (DG3). This allows almost any object to be used for interaction,
with the system able to calculate the exact coordinates within the media automatically.
When a user touches the picture they have taken, the coordinate of the current touch
point is sent as six DTMF tones to the remote service. The coordinate is matched to a
database of audio on the server and the relevant audio is played in response. The latency
of each touch action—that is, the time taken for the DTMF tone to be generated and the
resulting audio to be played—is less than a second. The DTMF sound is intentionally
audible to the user, acting as a form of feedback to them to indicate that an action is
being performed. The client is not tied to any particular remote service – the phone
number of the service to dial and the current object’s identifier are indicated by the
lower left QR code on the item.
4. EVALUATIONS
To test the AudioCanvas technique, we developed a range of prototype media items
(see Fig. 2, above, and Figs. 4, 5 and 7, below), and evaluated them using AudioCanvas
on an Android smartphone. We conducted user evaluations in three separate regions,
aiming to test over a range of literacies, both textual and technological. Table I shows
the broad demographics of the participants recruited for each study.
The first study involved UK participants who were familiar with smartphones, but
unable to read the languages of two of the printed media items we provided (Kannada
and Korean). In this context, mobile internet connections are common, and the vast
majority of users have a very high level of textual literacy in their native language
(English). Although literate technology-competent participants did not represent the
eventual intended audience for the system, we envisaged certain situations where
these users could make use of the technique. For example, literate users may want
to use AudioCanvas to translate documents or packaging printed in other languages,
particularly when abroad or roaming, or when data packages come at a higher cost
than calls.
The second study involved South African township residents. Participants in this
evaluation had some level of literacy in isiXhosa (the most widespread spoken language
locally), but none in English, which is the primary language used on many local news-
papers and packaging (and the language we used for prototype media in the study). In
this context, familiarity with phones—particularly touch-screens—is less common, and
there is a higher attraction to using a telephone service (rather than a data connec-
tion) for audio retrieval. In this study, we were most interested in how literacy levels
might affect participants’ ability to locate audio hotspots on media items, and whether
participants saw value in the system. We anticipated issues relating to the use of a
smartphone for interaction, as none of the participants had used smartphones before,
but this was not a focus of the study.
Finally, the third study tested the system with rural Indian participants who were
largely illiterate and unfamiliar with using mobile devices. In this study we used items
written in both English (often used for official documents) and Kannada (a widely-
spoken language locally), but participants could read neither. In this context, the fact
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that AudioCanvas operates over a standard phone line was crucial, as the availability of
data connections is low and their cost at the time put them out of reach. Our aims in this
study were similar to those in the South African evaluation, focusing on participants’
perception of the system’s potential, and not on smartphone usage issues.
The prototype media items used in the studies were modified examples of real
documents, packaging and other items. The language(s) used on the printed media
varied depending on where the study was being conducted (see below, and Figs. 4,
5 and 7), but audio was always given in participants’ native language. Media items
were of varying physical sizes (from 8× 12 cm to 29× 40 cm), aiming to encourage
participants to experiment with all aspects of the system, including framing the item
for the automatic photograph, panning and zooming around the image, and finding and
listening to audio hotspots. In all studies we made it clear that the underlying interface
was driven by an IVR system and would therefore cost the same as a normal phone call
while listening to audio, and ‘tie-up’ the phone line for the duration of any use.
It is important to note that none of the prototype objects used in the studies contained
any additional indications regarding the locations of audio hotspots. That is, with the
exception of the two QR codes we added, the original media remained unchanged, and
participants had to use their own intuition to discover where the audio could be found
within the media. We did not outline or highlight the interactive areas on the system
because we wanted to encourage exploration without the image being obscured by
bounding boxes or other markers. This approach also ensured that the communication
was only one way, allowing a universal client to interact with a remote server without
the need for the server to send coordinates or updates to the client.
Further details about the study procedures and media items used in each evaluation
are given in each of the following sections.
4.1. User study 1: Swansea, United Kingdom
The first of our three user evaluations was a lab-based study undertaken in Swansea,
United Kingdom. We recruited 22 participants (8M, 14F, aged 20–62) for a 20 min trial
of the AudioCanvas system. These participants were literate in English but had no
knowledge of Korean or Kannada (the two languages used on prototype media items, in
addition to English). They were also technologically literate – all participants owned
a mobile phone and had previously used a smartphone.
4.1.1. Media. We created AudioCanvas versions of four media items in three different
languages for use during the study (see Fig. 4): a box of tea (English); a ready-meal
curry packet (Korean); a daily newspaper (Kannada); and, a movie poster (Kannada).
All audio given was in English – the native language spoken by all participants.
We used physical media in both Kannada and Korean to simulate an inability to read
text in an unfamiliar language. The box of tea was used as a further probe, where the
AudioCanvas audio provided additional information not found on the original artefact.
For example, when a user touches the company logo on an object which is in a language
they are able to read natively, they might receive an audio description of the history of
the company – information that is not available on the item itself. We hoped that this
functionality would prove to be a beneficial additional use of the system, and aimed
to gather user opinions about the feature during the study.
4.1.2. Procedure. Our main goal for this study was to allow participants to experiment
with the system, interacting with various different types of media. As such, the task
set used was minimal, asking participants to explore and locate simple information
such as the title of a newspaper, or the ingredients in a product. We did not consider
task timings to be a relevant metric for determining the success of the interface, as
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Fig. 4. Media items used in the UK evaluation. From left: a box of tea (English); a ready-meal curry packet
(Korean); a daily newspaper (Kannada); and, a movie poster (Kannada). All audio was given in English. Items
are shown at the correct relative physical sizes.
audio is always played immediately after the user touches the photo. Instead, we asked
participants to rate several aspects of the system, and gathered qualitative comments.
We also verified with participants that they were not able to read the two non-English
languages used. This ensured that they could not gain additional knowledge via the
text elements of the media, other than their size and position. Participants had to, in
these cases, use their own intuition to discover the audio hotspots within the media.
The procedure of the study was as follows:
(1) After a short briefing and informed consent procedure, the AudioCanvas system
was demonstrated to each participant;
(2) Participants then completed three information-finding tasks on each example object,
and were also allowed time to explore each item further if they wished. Typical
tasks given to the users during the study were:
— What is the title of the newspaper?
— What are the main ingredients of the curry?
— Which actress starred in the movie?
— Where is the tea sourced from?
(3) Following this, each participant rated the system on a scale of 1–10 (10 being
highest) in terms of usefulness and likelihood of them making use of the system,
and on a Likert-like scale from 1 (extremely easy) to 7 (extremely difficult) on five
factors related to ease of use (see Table II);
(4) Finally, a short semi-structured interview was conducted to gather qualitative data
from participants about their use of the system. Upon completion of the study, each
was given a £5 (approx. $8) gift voucher as a token of our appreciation.
4.1.3. Results. All participants highly enjoyed using the system, and most asked to be
able to install it on their own phones. Participants rated the usefulness of the system
(out of 10) with an average of 8.2 (s.d. 1.15). The likelihood of participants using the
system themselves (also out of 10) was given an average score of 8.1 (s.d. 1.65). Scores
and comments given by participants indicated a strong appreciation of the AudioCanvas
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Table II. UK study participants’ ratings (1–7 Likert-like scale; 7 high).
Ease of use, in terms of Average rating (s.d.)
Focusing the camera and taking the initial photo 6.1 (0.6)
Panning and zooming around the photo 6.1 (0.8)
Selecting specific points of interest within the photo 6.1 (0.8)
Getting the right information back from each section 6.3 (0.5)
Finding the audio hotspots in a photo 5.0 (1.0)
Combined average 5.9
design.‘ For example: “I thought it was very easy, and a really good idea” and “I could
definitely see myself using this if it was an app.”
Participants’ responses for ease of use were highly positive, with the average for four
of the five factors in excess of 6 out of 7 (see Table II). The final criterion, concerning
locating audio hotspots within a photo, was ranked slightly lower on average (5.0). This
result was somewhat to be expected, however, as there were no visual indications of
where audio could be found on any of our prototype artefacts.
Observations during the studies illustrated distinctions between users’ ability to
locate audio hotspots on different types of media. With the newspaper, for example,
participants could generally locate audio content easily by clicking on textual headings
or paragraphs, or photographs. For the tea packet, which was written in English,
participants tended to read the text before deciding where to touch on the photo; as
a result they took longer to find audio hotspots located over photos or logos (having
taken time to read the text to search for cues first). In the cases where participants
could not read the language on the artefact, they tended to select text before images.
This preference depended on context, however, and in some cases, when attempting
to locate specific pieces of information, participants ignored non-text content entirely.
When asked to locate the actors’ names on the movie poster, for example, (achieved by
touching the actors’ images) only one participant selected an image of a person at their
first attempt. Another participant chose to select an actor’s image only after touching
every text item failed to provide them with the information they required. This finding
suggests that the placement of audio on these documents needs to be carefully thought
out; or, that items should hint towards audio-annotated areas. It is interesting to note,
however, that several participants mentioned the enjoyment of exploring the system to
find the right audio location – annotations or hints would need to take this into account,
and also bear in mind the simple lightweight integration goals of the system.
When asked about the potential uses of the interface, many participants sugges-
ted relatively straightforward use cases, such as when travelling abroad (i.e., reading
foreign text) which is closely related to our motivating scenarios for the system. This
common sentiment was illustrated by comments such as: “translation would be in-
valuable when going abroad on holiday for more information about products or food,”
and “this would be amazing for a holiday, trying to navigate around foreign transport
systems, [or] translating menus.” Several users thought that the system would also be
“really useful for learning languages.” Others identified the benefit of the system as a
method of providing audio descriptions of visual content for those with poor eyesight.
One participant stated, for example: “very useful, especially [for] somebody slightly
older – getting audio rather than visual is a lot more appealing for older people,” while
another said: “it’d be useful in supermarkets – when your eyesight starts to deteriorate
you can’t see ingredients or nutritional information, for example.”
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Fig. 5. Example media items used in the South African evaluation. From left: a box of oats; a daily newspaper;
a social security information leaflet; and, a weekend magazine article. All items were written in English, with
audio given in isiXhosa. Items are shown at the correct relative physical sizes.
4.2. User study 2: Langa, South Africa
The second AudioCanvas study took place in Langa, a township near Cape Town in
South Africa. We recruited 36 participants (6M, 30F, aged 25–45) for five hour-long
group-based trials of the AudioCanvas system. Groups consisted of 6 or 12 participants
(four groups of 6 and one group of 12), and each group was given five AudioCanvas
phones for the session which were freely available for any of the participants to use. All
participants in the study were able to get hands-on experience with the AudioCanvas
system during the sessions.
The participants recruited for the study were fluent speakers of isiXhosa (the most
common local language), but could not speak English. Participants were also semilit-
erate in isiXhosa, but could not read or write English. English-language newspapers
and posters are common in the area, however, and are therefore inaccessible to these
participants. Data connections in the area can be intermittent and priced out of reach
of the participants in this study. The majority of the participants owned a low-end
handset, and only one had previously used a smartphone, which had been borrowed
from a friend for less than a day.
4.2.1. Media. We used a larger collection of media items during this group-based
evaluation. The set of items included: a box of oats; several newspapers; a magazine
article; an information leaflet; an advert flyer; and, an advice notice board (see Fig. 5
for four representative examples). These items were predominately written in English;
all audio given by the AudioCanvas system was spoken in isiXhosa.
4.2.2. Procedure. We worked with a local researcher—fluent in both isiXhosa and
English—to facilitate the evaluation. This researcher was a trusted and respected
figure in the township area, and both recruited participants for the study and hosted
the study sessions. During the study, she acted as a mediator between the authors and
the participants, and helped explain the system’s purpose and its operation.
The format of each of the group evaluations was as follows:
(1) After a short briefing and informed consent procedure, we demonstrated to the
group the basic functionality of the smartphones they would be using;
(2) Following this, AudioCanvas was demonstrated, and its purpose and use cases
explained;
(3) Once every participant was familiar with the system’s usage, we handed out several
copies of each prototype media item and asked participants to experiment with the
system. No specific tasks were given – participants were encouraged to take photos
and discover the information on the objects by touching in different locations. We
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Fig. 6. Performing the study in Langa, a township in Cape Town, South Africa.
did not explicitly ask participants to discover specific pieces of information as we
did in the UK study, as our goal was to elicit natural behaviour. The same method
was applied to the study conducted in India (described in the next section);
(4) Following this, each participant rated the system on a scale of 1–10 (10 being
highest) in terms of usefulness. We then conducted a semi-structured focus group
interview, covering general questions about the AudioCanvas interface, its function-
ality, and participants’ thoughts on the idea. Upon completion of the study, each
participant was given R50 (approx. $5) as a token of our appreciation.
4.2.3. Results. We began the interview session by asking each group to tell us about
occasions within the last month when they could not read something that they needed
to be able to read. The discussions that followed this question typically resulted in
stories from participants about job adverts or newspaper articles that they were unable
to read; and, sometimes, more serious cases that had required immediate attention
(such as financial difficulties). In many of these situations, participants confirmed that
they either asked someone else (e.g., a friend or family member) to assist them, or were
not able to read the item at all. One participant, for example, had a high enough level
of textual literacy in isiXhosa to understand that a letter he had received had been a
final bill notice, but was unable to read the bulk of text, and had to ask for help from a
family member: “I got a receipt slip through the post which said ‘final final’ on it, but
I couldn’t read it so my daughter had to help me”. Another participant had needed to
fill out a confidential form, but could not read the document in its entirety: “I had to
fill in the form and I didn’t understand all of it”.
These comments illustrated the problems that people often face when trying to inter-
pret text-based media that they are unable to understand. Our aim with AudioCanvas
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was to provide this help in a way that would be usable and accessible to these individu-
als. Firstly, then, we wanted to find out the extent to which these participants felt the
system was suitable for their needs. The average score given for usefulness was 8.4 out
of 10 (s.d. 2.07), showing a high appreciation of the AudioCanvas method. Participants
also gave favourable comments about the system: “I can see this as something that could
really help me and empower people,” “for me it’s very easy and there’s nothing I don’t like
about it,” and, “I like this voice coming out of the phone – I wish all phones could do this”.
As we anticipated, participants in this study had more trouble using smartphones
than those in the UK trials. Specifically, they found it difficult to position the camera in
the correct way to take a picture of the entire object that incorporated both QR codes.
Although this was a problem initially, the learning curve was small, and by the end of
the study all participants were able to frame the image and take the photograph without
assistance. Generally, participants chose to take it in turns to hold the phone to take a
photo, while also working in groups to listen to the audio provided (see Fig. 6). Despite
the lack of smartphone familiarity, there were few problems with tapping, panning
or zooming the screen after the initial photograph was taken, and all participants
enjoyed using the system.
Participants in this study did not specifically mention any problems in locating audio
hotspots. However, this may be due to the fact that we did not ask them to complete
any specific comprehension tasks, unlike in the UK trials. In this study, participants
used the system purely for experimentation, selecting blocks of text, titles or images
of their own choosing. In many cases, participants were genuinely shocked that they
were able to hear spoken versions of written text. For example, one participant stated:
“It’s really the first time I have seen anything like this – hearing voices coming from the
phone like this; it’s great, but unheard of!”; another said: “I’m asking myself how an
article in English can be read in isiXhosa!”; and, another commented: “[I am] fascinated
by the isiXhosa sound coming out”.
4.3. User study 3: Devarayanadurga, India
The third AudioCanvas study took place in a rural village near Devarayanadurga
(Karnataka), India. The study was run by an independent and experienced local re-
searcher, who we worked with to recruit 25 participants (14M, 11F, aged 22–65) for
individual 30 min trials of the AudioCanvas system. Participants in this study were
Kannada speaking, but had very low levels of textual literacy.
All except one said that they regularly found themselves in a situation where they
wanted to access information from a document they could not read. In addition, general
technology exposure in the area is very low. Participants were primarily farmers by
occupation and owned (or shared) a low-end phone at most. Data connections in this
region, despite being relatively cheap in comparison to UK and South African rates,
are also prohibitively expensive for these participants.
4.3.1. Media. We used two media items during the study – a phone bill and a map
of Bangalore. These items were suggested by the local researcher who conducted the
evaluation, based on his previous experience and familiarity with the user group this
work focuses on. In this study, both the phone bill and map were written in Kannada,
but, as mentioned above, were inaccessible to participants due to literacy issues. The
audio used in the study was spoken in Kannada.
4.3.2. Procedure. Participants took part individually, using the system to explore and
experiment with each of the media items. As in the South African trial, the study
began with a smartphone demonstration, involving a basic introduction to the phone’s
interface and general functionality, including touching, swiping and pinching.
The study procedure was as follows:
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Fig. 7. The media used in the Indian evaluation. Left: a phone bill. Right: a map of Bangalore. Both items
were written in English, with audio given in Kannada. Items are shown at the correct relative physical sizes.
(1) After a short briefing and consent procedure, the smartphone was demonstrated to
the participant, followed by a demonstration of the AudioCanvas system;
(2) Following this, the participant was asked to use the system to take photos of the
media items and interact with their audio content, exploring for as long as they
wished. No specific tasks were given – we aimed to allow natural exploration,
simulating real usage of the system. This part of the study took around 10 min per
participant (though participants were allowed to continue using the system for as
long as they wished).
(3) After using AudioCanvas, following the same method as the UK study, each par-
ticipant then rated the system on a scale of 1–10 (10 being highest) in terms of
usefulness and likelihood of them making use of the system, and on a Likert-like
scale from 1 (extremely easy) to 7 (extremely difficult) on five factors related to ease
of use (see Table III);
(4) Finally, a short semi-structured interview was conducted to collect qualitative
data from participants about their use of the system. Following guidance by the
facilitating researcher, no monetary incentive was given to participants for taking
part in this study.
4.3.3. Results. Continuing the trend from the first two studies, participants enjoyed
using the system and gave highly positive ratings. The usefulness of the system was
rated at 8.1 out of 10 on average (s.d. 1.90), and the likelihood of participants using
the system personally was rated at 8.2 (s.d. 2.46). Scores and comments regarding
the system design and usability show its potential usefulness in resource-constrained
regions where textual literacy levels are low. For example, comments included: “It will
be very useful for illiterate people, especially in our village,” “It may be useful to me in
learning English better,” “It is easy to use once you get used to it,” and “I can access a
lot of information which I otherwise could not have accessed.”
All participants suggested that AudioCanvas would be useful for people unable to read.
Other scenarios were also given – for example, prior to the study all participants said
that they regularly needed to ask others for help with reading; after using AudioCanvas,
one noted its usefulness for helping with sensitive information, such as when filling
in a private form.
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Table III. Indian study participants’ ratings (1–7 Likert-like scale; 7 high).
Ease of use, in terms of Average rating (s.d.)
Focusing the camera and taking the initial photo 4.9 (2.0)
Panning and zooming around the photo 6.2 (1.3)
Selecting specific points of interest within the photo 6.3 (1.2)
Getting the right information back from each section 6.3 (1.2)
Finding the audio hotspots in a photo 5.1 (2.0)
Combined average 5.8
The overall ease of use ratings from this evaluation closely mirrored those from the
UK study, and were largely positive, with the average for three of five scores in excess
of 6 out of 7 (see Table III). As expected, however, the Indian participants who had no
experience with smartphones gave lower scores for ‘focusing the camera and taking the
initial photo’ than the more experienced UK users. This mirrors the observations from
the South African trial. In this study it was clear that participants found it difficult
to frame the image entirely within the camera’s viewfinder, accommodating both QR
codes in the photo. Many factors could have contributed to this, including perhaps the
lack of familiarity with technology. Regardless of cause, this result suggests a need for
further refinement of the photo capturing process.
Ratings given for the ease of locating audio hotspots were largely similar to the UK
study – and generally lower, on average, than the other attributes. As previously, this
result was to be expected, as there were no explicit visual indications of where audio
could be found on either of the items. Participants found audio locations more difficult
to locate on the map due to the lack of obvious areas for audio feedback. The phone
bill, with its structured layout and more familiar context, was more engaging, and
participants eagerly explored the image for annotations.
4.4. Discussion
Overall, throughout the three exploratory user studies performed with AudioCanvas,
participants greatly appreciated the design and ease of use of the technique. They
enjoyed using the system, and were keen to explore documents to find audio augment-
ations. The simple way of linking photos to audio was also seen as a clear benefit by
participants.
One danger in studies like these, using the technology we chose within the contexts
we are working, is that the novelty effect can overwhelm participants and skew the
results in favour of the new approach. Particularly when we are using devices that
are considered high-end for the majority of participants, attention can be focused on
the phone hardware as opposed to the technique they are being asked to assess. To
reduce this problem, we consistently explained to participants that they were providing
feedback on the system itself and not the touch-screen device they were using; and,
explained to them that the approach could also be used in lower-end feature phones
with buttons in place of touch interaction. Is it worth noting, however, that this is a
known problem within the ICTD community [Dell et al. 2012], and is a small but not
overriding limitation of our approach.
Turning now to the use of the system, one area in which participants struggled was
the requirement to frame both the media itself and two alignment QR codes in the
same picture. Participants in the UK study, who were familiar with smartphones and
taking digital photos, were easily able to set up the image correctly. Those who had
less or no experience with cameraphones found this task trickier. While we expect
this issue to be minimal in the long term (as seen in the South African trial, where
participants learnt the technique very quickly over the course of the study), there is
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perhaps scope for more cues on objects themselves about how to frame the photo, or
a simple overlay on the camera screen.
Another area for potential improvement is that of cues for audio areas. Currently, the
system is entirely independent of the media used, and requires no physical editing of
the media except to add two alignment QR codes. Participants found it necessary to
explore the image in order to discover where audio hotspots were located. While this is
perhaps part of the fun of using the system, in some circumstances it may be beneficial
to add visual cues on the physical media itself in order to indicate to users where audio
may be found. While this would decrease the attractiveness of the system, reducing
its lightweight-ness, another option could be for the mobile client itself to retrieve the
coordinates of audio hotspots automatically when first dialling the audio service. In the
same way as the client communicates the location of the touched area (e.g., via DTMF
tones), the server could send the coordinates of the touchable areas on the current page,
which could be highlighted on the client during interaction.
We did not include this functionality in the original design for three reasons. First,
we wanted the client to be independent of the server – that is, the user’s phone does not
need to be aware of hotspot or document information, and therefore does not need to be
constantly updated. Secondly, we wanted the interaction to be one-way only, avoiding the
need for the server to pass the coordinates of the audio hotspots to the phone at the start
of the interaction session. Finally, we chose not to show users where the hotspots were
located as we wanted to elicit natural and exploratory behaviour during the evaluations.
A useful area of future work in this area could be to perform a comparison evaluation
of the original system against a design with visual hotspots in order to investigate the
differences in interaction between the two.
5. CANVAS CREATION
During trials of the AudioCanvas design in the three regions described above, it became
clear that participants would appreciate using the system not only for retrieving static
audio from printed media, but for dynamic content, too. That is, rather than audio being
associated with a physical item at the time of creation (by its author), it could be added
to items by users or community groups, or entirely crowdsourced. This approach also
lends itself to further uses of the tool beyond audio annotation of fixed media. In order
to investigate the potential for this usage, we developed a further extension of the tool
to allow for the creation of AudioCanvas-augmented documents in situ.
To make an AudioCanvas item, a content creator first prints the two required QR
codes to attach to the corners of the item. Alternatively, media can be created with
these codes already attached before printing. Both scenarios are supported by our
web-based media creation tool9 (shown in Fig. 8). To create a new AudioCanvas object,
the content creator can either open a pre-created background image, or select a paper
size to begin from a blank page. The tool then creates a downloadable PDF with the
appropriately sized QR codes included in the correct positions. Once the object has been
augmented with its two QR codes, audio hotspots can be added, deleted or modified
via any smartphone handset.
Figure 9 shows the AudioCanvas creation tool in operation, highlighting the steps
taken during the document creation process. The creation mode of this new prototype
works in broadly the same way as for browsing audio, with the first step being to take
a photo of an object. In this new version of the tool, audio areas are visualised, and
can be modified, moved or deleted by the user. Figure 9 (left) shows an item which
already has several audio hotspots added (e.g., covering the words ‘Instant’ and ‘Just
add boiling water’ in the image).
9See: enterise.info/codemaker
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Fig. 8. The web-based authoring tool. Top: select a paper size, or upload an existing document to use as a
background. Bottom: position QR codes on the document in order to enable AudioCanvas-based capabilities,
then download a pre-made PDF.
To add new audio content, the user ‘scribbles’ on the image, highlighting the area
with which the audio should be associated (Fig. 9 (centre), covering the words ‘Jungle
Oats’). After scribbling, authors capture their own audio or send pre-recorded audio
from the device, as shown in Fig. 9 (right).
We envisage this tool being used primarily in two key scenarios:
(1) As a quick way for companies or organisations to mark-up items that they wish to
augment with AudioCanvas audio;
(2) As an audio-based content store centred around physical documents.
10See: enterise.info/paperchains
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Fig. 9. Creating new AudioCanvas media annotations. From left to right: visualised audio hotspots can be
viewed, edited, or added to in situ.
We illustrate the second of these uses in the next Section around storytelling. In
addition, we have released an open-source internet-based (e.g., non-IVR) version of the
tool for wider community use10, with the hope that other researchers or organisations
can use or modify it for their own benefit. We believe that the AudioCanvas creation
tool has many potential avenues for extension beyond the ideas we investigate in this
paper, and see a rich area of future work that builds on this initial body of research.
For example, one research question we identified when building the AudioCanvas
creation tool was centred around the benefits—and indeed issues—that will come
from crowdsourcing audio information. That is, allowing any user, rather than just
the original canvas creator, to specify a hotspot and add content. Beyond the common
problem of censorship in collaborative environments, there is also the issue of multi-
layered audio hotspots. For example, how would the system ensure that the most
relevant or useful hotspot is the topmost layer; and, furthermore, what should the
system do when two distinct audio hotspots overlap?
Further research into how this type of system will be used ‘in the wild’ would also be
a beneficial area of future work, looking in more depth into naturalistic use by users
in this context over a longer period of time.
6. LOW-TECH DIGITAL STORYTELLING
The most basic usage scenario of the AudioCanvas creation tool is with entirely blank
documents, allowing users to sketch or append their own content. Pictures combined
with text are a common way of telling stories (e.g., books, magazines, comic strips); but
for those unable to read or write, or unwilling to put their thoughts into text, these
media are often inaccessible.
In one attempt to address this gap, the digital storytelling movement has allowed
users of all backgrounds to combine images with voices to share their stories and
experiences. Digital stories are by definition, however, purely digital, and do not easily
allow users to mix in other media—such as drawings—or to easily associate specific
sections of images with particular pieces of audio.
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Using the AudioCanvas technique in this scenario allows users to draw or paste
images on paper, then augment precise parts with narration. Others can then access
the stories by taking a photograph of the page with a cameraphone, and touching
different parts to hear the author’s narration at each location. Used in this way, the
AudioCanvas technique not only connects physical drawings with digital voice-overs,
but also allows more precise augmentation with audio, providing a potentially richer
environment for storytelling. The following scenario illustrates how we envisage the
system being used in this context.
Your 
Gran was so excited 
the day I proposed to her 
that she jumped about 
screaming before she 
said yes...
Actually, as I 
remember, I cried for a 
while then reluctantly 
accepted...
It 
wasn’t long before we 
were expecting your dad, but 
luckily the pregrancy !ew by 
very quickly
I was in agony for the 
full nine months...
Your 
dad arrived on a "ne day 
in July
It was actually a 
stormy day in December...
And we all lived
happily ever after
AudioCanvas storytelling scenario: Humphrey has a story from his childhood
that he wants to leave for his young grandson. Although his literacy levels are low,
Humphrey is good at sketching and decides to draw a series of pictures illustrating
the story on AudioCanvas-augmented paper. After making the sketch, Humphrey
takes a photograph of the page with his phone, and uses the on-screen tool to
scribble over each part of his drawing. He then records voice-overs for each section
to describe what is going on in each portion of the image. After he has told his
version of events, he then passes the paper to his wife, Maude for her to add audio
notes to it as well. By taking his own photograph of this image, their grandson,
Timmy, can see the physical drawing of his grandparents’ history, and hear audio
recordings of their voices by tapping on specific sections of the image on the screen,
thus preserving the family story.
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It is this type of scenario that we focus on in this section. We argue that the Audio-
Canvas approach could allow storytellers to combine the benefits of physical media for
remote retelling, with the advantages of audio narration for personalised recitals.
To investigate the use of the AudioCanvas creation tool for low-tech digital
storytelling, we performed evaluations in several resource-constrained environments
to determine the benefits of our approach for this use in these contexts.
The first of these was a group-based evaluation in two locations. We have previously
reported these studies in [Pearson et al. 2015]; here we summarise key aspects of the
procedure and results. Full details can be found in the original paper.
The second study, which we have not previously reported, was undertaken with two
Kaavadiyas—traditional travelling storytellers—in order to explore the benefit of the
system for their profession.
6.1. Group-based evaluations
We performed two experiments with the AudioCanvas creation tool with groups of
resourced constrained users. The first of these was in Mumbai, India, and the second in
Langa, South Africa. The purpose of these studies was to explore both the situations
in which groups currently share stories with one another; and, how our system could
support or enhance this behaviour.
Both studies followed the same procedure, and involved 18 mixed-literacy participants
in each location performing storytelling tasks in six groups of three people. Each group
was given a blank A3 AudioCanvas sheet, an AudioCanvas enabled phone, and a set of
drawing equipment. They were then asked to take turns at drawing parts of a story
and augmenting these with audio narration using the phone provided.
When each group was happy with their story, they were asked to swap sheets with
another group of three, and to interpret the other group’s story by first taking a new
photograph, then using AudioCanvas to listen to the audio hotspots. We then performed
semi-structured focus-group interviews with the groups (i.e., six participants at once),
and also asked participants to provide ratings for usability and usefulness.
6.1.1. Results. The results from both studies indicated that the AudioCanvas tech-
nique is viable and valuable for storytelling in resource-constrained contexts. All 36
participants were able to effectively augment AudioCanvas documents with voice an-
notations and retrieve annotations left by others.
Despite many of our participants having low-technological familiarity, practice fram-
ing the photographs resulted in effective use of the system, and yielded average ease of
use ratings of 7 and 9 out of 10 for the Indian and South African studies respectively.
Both sets of participants tended to use a structured turn-taking approach to using
the system – that is, choosing to draw and record audio one-by-one, with individuals
occasionally adding to or modifying others’ images.
High subjective scores were given in both evaluations for how well participants felt
they were able to convey stories to others (7.3 out of 10 in Mumbai; 9.4 out of 10 in
Langa), as well as how well they were able to interpret other people’s stories using the
system (8.8 out of 10 in Mumbai; 8.0 out of 10 in Langa).
Overall, users in both sites were very positive about the technology, with many users
describing scenarios where they feel it would be particularly beneficial to them. For
example, a common theme amongst participants was to use AudioCanvas to keep in
touch with loved ones who were not physically present, with others suggesting using the
system as a way of communicating directions on a map, or even to mark-up homework
assignments.
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Fig. 10. A Kaavad shrine. The panels at each side fold into the main box for portability. Each image on the
panels is pointed to in turn as the Kaavadiya recites the story.
6.2. Exploratory study with traditional Kaavad storytellers
Suggestions from users about how the system could be used in their daily lives help to
support the suitability of AudioCanvas in these contexts. Of particular interest to us was
the use of the platform to enhance or extend existing storytelling practices. As such, we
wanted to explore the usage of the system in more natural storytelling settings. In order
to do this, we recruited two veteran Kaavad storytellers to use the AudioCanvas system.
The Kaavad storytellers of Rajasthan, India follow a 400-year-old tradition using an
elaborately painted portable wooden temple or shrine (see Fig. 10) as a prop to recite
stories to patrons [Sabnani 2014]. Kaavadiyas are expert storytellers, narrating their
patrons’ caste genealogy, singing praises of their ancestors or reciting epic stories from
folk tradition that are depicted on the Kaavad temple, while pointing to individual
painted panels with a peacock feather.
Patrons—those in the audience who have made a special donation to the storyteller—
are often painted onto the temple and brought back year after year as elements of
different stories. Typically each storyteller will have 30 to 50 patrons, widely spread
across Rajasthan, who will each place a donation into the shrine during their annual
visit.
The experience is audio-visual but requires no written language skills on the part
of the storyteller or the patron. Both the physical aspect and the spoken story are
customised over time based on the patron in question. Stories are personalised using
different combinations of panels, and the images painted on each panel are modified by
the Kaavadiya to include new people or activities before each visit. For example, if a
family member of a patron has previously avoided making a donation, the storyteller
will make this known by subtly turning some panels on the Kaavad upside down and
stating that this image is their family member. This encourages the embarrassed patron
to donate on his family’s behalf, and avoids the unpleasantness of the storyteller stating
the problem directly.
The Kaavad storytellers were of particular interest to us for two reasons. Firstly,
they use an artefact that changes physically over time, with stories that alter at each
evolution. Secondly, the highly-experienced storytellers use the box—touching it gently
with a feather—as a prop for their physically collocated, situated storytelling (see
Fig. 11). We felt that studying Kaavadiyas’ methods and introducing our approach
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Fig. 11. The ritual of reciting the genealogy being performed by a Kaavadiya. The two Kaavadiyas take it in
turns to tell different stories, passing the shrine between them when necessary.
would offer valuable pointers to the benefits and drawbacks of our technique in real
storytelling situations.
Two experienced Kaavadiyas (both male) were invited to recite stories for our research
team; and, afterwards, to use the AudioCanvas system in their storytelling. We aimed
to understand how the Kaavadiyas might use AudioCanvas to recite their own stories,
as well as to gather their feedback on the suitability of the technique for storytelling.
With this in mind, we produced several customised Kaavad panels with AudioCanvas
QR codes embedded to allow the storytellers to record their narration using the system.
The format of this exploratory study with the Kaavadiyas was unstructured and
exploratory. We began by explaining why we built the system, before moving on demon-
strate how it could be used to sketch and annotate documents. The storytellers were
then given time to record their own audio stories using the customised Kaavad panels.
The session concluded with a group discussion of AudioCanvas and its benefits.
6.2.1. Results. It was immediately apparent that the Kaavadiyas were excited by the
concept. “This is a new way of doing our business!” and “Where can I buy this?” were
the first comments given. Both men stated that they would like to be able to use the
system, and one suggested the specific use case of remote patrons: “people like you [our
research team] and other patrons could use it – those who live abroad”. As might be
expected, however, there were some reservations around the possibility of redundancy
of the storytellers themselves: “if I gave the Kaavad to those who I visit every year
they would just say: ‘fine, you don’t need to come any more’!” One suggested that a
possible solution to this problem would be to restrict the number of times a patron
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could listen to the story: “we’d need a way of making sure the patron only views it once
[ . . . ] unless the patron pays again!”
We were particularly interested in whether the Kaavadiyas perceived the introduction
of technology as something that would affect the traditions of the storytelling method.
Their response was that it did not feel right using their fingers to recite the stories –
the tool has to be a peacock feather. Another important aspect regarded how the flow of
stories is laid out. For example, should the digital version be constructed in comic-strip
style with a clear progression from one image to another, or should it be more flexible,
as in the traditional Kaavad? When using the system, the Kaavadiyas chose to first
summarise the story using the entire shrine, then move on to select individual images
and tell specific parts one-by-one. There was a clear flow in the stories told during
these recitals. However, they chose not to leave any sort of clue to future listeners as
to which parts to select and in which order.
6.2.2. Summary. The Kaavad storytellers provided us with an insight into how tra-
ditional storytelling could evolve in the digital age, including the simultaneous use
of props and narration in the story. Kaavadiyas accomplish their craft independently
of any written language, and recite their body of stories, from memory, to multiple
listeners. Patrons pay for the storyteller to recite to them, and expect a certain level of
exclusivity in return. Indeed, each story and genealogy is unique when told, despite
the Kaavad shrine having a finite set of visual panels. The storyteller is able to tailor a
patron’s story specifically to the audience by using a different combination of visuals
and a variant of the narrative. This combination of custom visuals and audio is crucial
to this storytelling process. Removal of either of these elements would significantly
reduce the Kaavad storytelling experience.
We believe that our design was well received by the Kaavad tellers because of its
ability to allow individual parts of drawings (or in this case panels) to be augmented
with recorded audio. In certain scenarios—for example, the remote patron, as suggested
by one of the storytellers themselves—the design has the potential to be used for Kaavad
storytelling. The added benefits of requiring no literacy and no internet connection also
mean that the general technique is particularly suitable for this context.
7. REFLECTIONS
The AudioCanvas technique that we have discussed in this article provides users
with a straightforward audio accompaniment to physical media. Taking a photo of an
AudioCanvas-augmented object turns it into an internet-free interactive sound surface.
Six separate experiments have demonstrated the benefits of the design in different
contexts and for a range of applications. Here we reflect upon general themes that
arose from these studies.
7.1. Trusting the system
In our work so far, we have focused on using the AudioCanvas technique for providing
audio versions of text that users would otherwise be unable to read. However, the
benefits of the approach go beyond simple translation of content, which could, given
the appropriate technology and infrastructure, be accomplished by approaches such as
Google Goggles11 (assuming the required language was supported).
Our design aims to provide support for interpretation rather than translation – a
feature that fits well with the use of proximates12 in many low-literate communities.
11See: google.com/mobile/goggles
12In this context, proximates are intermediaries who have skills in literacy or technology, that act as
go-betweens for people in the community [Chipchase 2012; Sambasivan et al. 2010; Walton et al. 2012]
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Indeed, it was clear from discussions with participants in both India and South Africa
that the role of proximates was not only to relay information, but also to describe and
interpret content in a way that could be more easily understood and related to.
The issue of trust is also a major factor in this context [Patel et al. 2012]. When
relying on others to interpret information from important sources—such as government
forms, medical treatments and other confidential documents—it is vital that there is a
high level of trust in the person relaying the content. Clearly, when the information
being relayed is crucial for, say, avoiding fines or receiving the correct medical treatment,
it is critical that the information given is correct.
Mistakes in translation or malicious intent on the part of the relayer are common
fears when relying on others for this task. The use of proximates—typically older
or more educated members of the community who are well known and trusted—is
common to provide others with the trusted translations they require. Hearing the voice
of a familiar and respected community member reading the information, then, can
increase the trust given by users of the system. Using AudioCanvas in this situation
also means that the respected translator need only interpret a document once, rather
than repeating the translation for each potential user.
7.2. Design reflections
We have also suggested the possibility for using the AudioCanvas technique as a form of
interactive editable audio artefact, allowing any user to record their own audio at points
they touch on an object. This crowd-sourcing of recorded translations could create, in
effect, ‘audio wikis’ on physical objects. If such a system were to become widespread,
however, we would also need to consider more organisational aspects of the design.
For example, we have not yet considered how to deal with overlapping audio regions,
content that is in poor taste, or multiple conflicting versions of the same content.
One way of dealing with these types of scenarios would be to overlay visual cues on
the photograph to indicate where audio clips are located. One of the major attraction
points of the current design—and one which was praised by participants—is its ease of
use, requiring only a single photo and touches anywhere on the photo to access related
audio. The introduction of a visual indication as to where hotspots are located could
well reduce the overall lightweight-ness design of the system itself. Whether this would
reduce or enhance the user experience of the system is not clear, and is an area of
work to be investigated in future.
The current version of the technique uses QR codes attached to objects to act as
document identifiers and alignment points. Future versions of the general technique
could use less-prominent image identifiers to remove the need for any object modification
at all (e.g., a technique such as Aestheticodes [Meese et al. 2013]). We chose to use QR
codes as alignment identifiers for two reasons. Firstly, they are an already established
and robust marker scheme, and one which is easy to recognise using a smartphone
camera. Secondly, the construction of QR codes—with two codes giving six fixed-position
alignment points—makes them particularly useful for correcting image skew and
rotation.
As has been previously pointed out (e.g., in [Robinson et al. 2014b]), one of the most
beneficial qualities of the QR code design is the fact that they are visible. QR codes are
often chosen, then, because they are highly recognisable, and clearly afford a specific
action. In the same way that knobs afford the action of turning or buttons afford the
action of pushing, QR codes afford the action of scanning. A future version of our design
might, then, use its own code designs that are specifically recognisable as AudioCanvas
markers, giving the user a cue to take a photo that includes both codes in order to
listen to its content.
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Table IV. The average rating (out of 7) given in both India- and UK-based studies; and, the results of a two-tailed
Mann-Whitney U-Test to measure significance.
Ease of use, in terms of India (avg.) UK (avg.) p-value z-score
Focusing the camera and taking the initial photo 4.9 6.1 0.114 1.579
Panning and zooming around the photo 6.2 6.1 0.250 -1.154
Selecting specific points of interest within the photo 6.3 6.1 0.147 -1.446
Getting the right information back from each section 6.3 6.3 0.226 -1.215
Finding the audio hotspots in a photo 5.1 5.0 0.384 -0.875
7.3. Study considerations
Evaluating AudioCanvas in three separate geographically and culturally distant sites
(Sections 4.1 to 4.3) revealed several general insights with regards to conducting user
studies. While it is typically considered to be best practice to perform evaluations
with target users (e.g., [Kjeldskov and Stage 2004; Esbjörnsson et al. 2006]), from our
experiences in this work, we argue that in certain cases, simulating the interaction
scenario with different users can yield similar results. While clearly not suitable for all
cases, in this example, testing with users in the UK and simulating usage conditions
proved to be a valuable and useful alternative.
In our case, we mimicked a lack of textual literacy in the first user study in the UK.
Participants in this region were highly literate in English, but could not speak or read
the languages on the prototype media items used. For this aspect of the trials, then,
users’ ability to read the information provided was identical across all three sites –
none were able to read the media given, and all relied heavily on the audio feedback
to find the desired information.
Clearly, the UK participants had completely different technological backgrounds to
the eventual target user groups, which could, of course, play a large role in how they
engaged with the prototype. For example, the lack of familiarity with smartphones
was clearly evident in the initial stages of both the South African and the Indian
evaluations, with many users being unfamiliar with gestures such as swiping, or
requiring instruction in how to frame photographs.
What we observed in these cases, however, was that the learning curve of using the
devices themselves (including standard input gestures such as touch/swipe/pinch) was
surprisingly minimal. After an initial demonstration and a short hands-on learning
session, participants were able to use the basic phone functions, and understood how
best to frame a photograph using the AudioCanvas system. We argue, then, that for
systems relying on completely new interactions—techniques that would be unfamiliar
to participants already familiar with the base hardware—it can be possible to evaluate
some aspects without needing to account for every possible existing factor.
To test our assumption, we compared the ratings given to the system in the UK
study with those from the India study, which was conducted in the same manner. Our
hypothesis was that the results from a study using foreign language media in the UK
would yield similar results to the same study in India using media participants were
unable to read. We evaluated the ratings gathered from both sets of 22 participants
using a 2-tailed Mann-Whitney U-Test, the results of which are shown in Table IV.
We could find no evidence of significant differences between the two samples for any
of the five separate measures recorded.
In some cases, then—perhaps at an early stage of design—it may be possible for
certain factors attributed to participants to be simulated with a different user group.
We would argue that in situations such as the example we have described here, it
is beneficial to mimic the issues encountered by a certain set of users and achieve
very similar results, avoiding the difficult, time consuming and potentially expensive
pressure of studies with users ‘in the field’ at every stage of the design process. Instead,
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studies of this type could be reserved until later in the design process, where they
can be more impactful.
Previous research has studied this issue of field studies in comparison to lab experi-
ments. In some cases there has been little difference in results (e.g., [Kjeldskov et al.
2004; Sun and May 2013]). Others understandably disagree (e.g., [Nielsen et al. 2006]).
Furthermore, while we have been successful in achieving similar results between di-
verse groups when focusing on audio and the readability of a foreign language, clearly
there are many elements of field studies it is not possible to mimic – for example,
differences in power dynamics, cultural etiquette, comfort with technology and so on
[Medhi et al. 2010].
Our argument, then, is not that it is always necessary to perform lab and field studies
between different locations and populations, nor that it is always unnecessary. Rather,
the issue is that a blanket view of whether studies of this type are required is not
the best way to approach a design; instead, it depends on the system in question, and
indeed the question being asked – and a more nuanced approach (along with further
study) is needed.
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have explored AudioCanvas – a novel photo interaction system that
provides audio content on-demand for printed physical media. Our design allows users
to interact directly with personal photographs of physical items by simply touching
regions within them. The AudioCanvas design requires no specialist hardware, and
uses a remote voice service accessed via a standard phone line to ensure it can be
accessed without a potentially costly data connection, making it more accessible to
those in more resource-constrained regions of the world.
We conducted a broad set of user evaluations with the core AudioCanvas design,
recruiting participants in three considerably different locations around the world.
These separate studies allowed us to gather subjective responses from users in diverse
contexts, ranging from highly textually and technologically literate with access to fast
data connections (UK); semiliterate, with little technology exposure and intermittent
data connections (South Africa); and, finally, illiterate, with low levels of technology
skill and no access to data connections (India).
In addition to detailing the basic technique, we have also described an accompanying
authoring tool, and provided further usage scenarios for the AudioCanvas approach. A
study with traditional storytellers demonstrated the potential usage of the approach
for flexible, interactive storytelling. The studies we conducted show a strong appreci-
ation and desire for the AudioCanvas design, and provide evidence that it would be
particularly beneficial in areas where literacy and data connection access are low.
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